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Medical
translations

Medicine
Pharmacy
Chemistry
Medical technology
Dentistry

Global product documentation.
Opening up markets around the world.
Exactly our thing.

Translation – key to understanding.
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Translations for innovative
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Accurate medical texts across borders

health-related products
and services.

Accurately written content is your

Safety and clarity for your patients and users
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Quality of medical processes translates to quality of life

business. And ours, too.

On a linguistic
mission

New therapeutic possibilities.
Transcending borders.
Focused on the individual.
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The Transline Group.
Complex translation workflows
made simple.
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You place great importance on precision when creating medical documents. So
do we. That's why we translate your documents into the required target
languages with pinpoint accuracy. Your expertise and our professional
linguists form a symbiotic relationship.
Our communication specialists have linguistic as well as technical
skills in the fields of medicine, pharmacy, chemistry, medical
technology and dentistry, and are intimately familiar with the terminology
of each discipline. This is how our medical translations have enabled numerous
satisfied customers to achieve their export goals – for more than 30 years.
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/////////////////// Safety and clarity for your patients and users

/ Introducing medical progress on the
international market, in compliance
with all statutory regulations.

Health.
Our most precious
asset.

Language as key to your success
Your achievements in research and
development are indispensable for the
health and quality of life of numerous
people.

Language has become a key factor in
ensuring regulatory compliance and the
safe use of medical products in the EU,
because your patients and users must be
able to access all relevant information in
their local language.

No matter whether you produce surgical
instruments, dossiers for drug approvals or
instructions for use: we ensure accurate
transfer of all your sensitive documents
into any target language.

Medicine is of all the Arts the most noble.

We combine technical expertise with perfect
service, always with the ultimate goal of your
utmost satisfaction. Together with you, we
work to ensure linguistic compliance with the
new MDR (Medical Device Regulation). And
should you require certification of accuracy
and completeness for the translation as part
of the European approval, we offer that too, in
many multilingual combinations.

International product launches
We're committed to minimising the global
time to market for your products and
technologies, using our multilingual expertise
and specialists such as computational linguists
and terminologists.

/// Hippokrates of Kos

Efficient processes for
multilingual projects.
Shaping progress
together.

Digital health – of health and healthcare regulations.

Experience and excellent service
Everyone wants transparent, fast and uncomplicated processes.
Transline has experience – decades of it. Our reliable and efficient
staff and technology work hard for you.

Premium quality translations
The expertise of our native speakers in translating technical texts
has long been appreciated by clients such as Dürr Dental. Our
translators are selected according to the strictest quality criteria,
ensuring that we only use the most highly qualified linguists for
your documents, determined by your particular area of healthcare.
From complex to simple
As a pioneer of IT-assisted language management we offer
expertise accumulated through exceptional innovation and
outstanding process management. You can rely on our proven
workflows that save time and money when translating your
complex projects.
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/////////////////// Medical translation workflows that increase your productivity

/ At Transline, using state-of-the-art technology

has only one goal: more freedom for you to focus
on what's essential. Your research.

Effective multilingual
documentation
for your product.

Linguistic diversity,
processes,
terminology...
and completely
automated workflows,
where they make
sense.

As a full-service provider, we're at your side in every situation. And that's a promise.

Sometimes, multilingual translation
projects require the coordination of more
than a hundred participants. Our experienced
project managers are happy to deal with
everything for you, from careful planning to
efficient IT-supported workflows. Absolutely
nothing is left to chance.
You can use our online portal or integrate
your editing system and translation software
with ours to place orders quickly and easily,
whenever it suits you best. Plus, you can
monitor your projects online from anywhere
in the world while benefitting from shorter
delivery times. Transline experts analyse your
existing processes and customise a workflow
to meet your requirements.

Progress thrives on the exchange of knowledge.

/// Albert Einstein

From translation and terminology creation
to integrating your reviewers in different
countries: we ensure the perfect set-up by
establishing a modular system.

Quality management is standard at
Transline, which is why two professionals
always check your texts independently. We
handle your projects reliably and absolutely
confidentially, always delivering on time.
Throughout the entire process, we not only
place the highest demands on ourselves, we
also demand the highest quality from our
partners. As an experienced service provider,
we're certified according to international
standards, , yet we continually seek to optimise our processes to meet all our customers'
expectations.
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Occupational health management is an integral
part of Transline's corporate culture. We create the
healthiest working environment possible for the
well-being of our employees.

Translation – key to understanding.

Comprehensive
language services
for demanding
multilingual projects

Which are the most widely spoken languages in the world? Chinese, Spanish, English,
Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese, Bengali, Russian, Japanese, German, Marathi, Korean, French,
Turkish, Tamil, Vietnamese, Urdu, ...?

Transline Gruppe GmbH
Am Heilbrunnen 47
72766 Reutlingen
Germany
/ T +49 7121 9463-0
/ service@transline.de
www.transline.de

